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Abstract 
Extending the potential interest in new drugs resulting from the association of biologically impor- 
tant molecules in stable complexes, the present study shows that this concept previously imple-
mented in the case of two components could be a meaningful and promising one in the case of 
three components. The choice was made here to show that the quantum chemical modeling of a 
tripartite complex with DHEA (DEHYDRO-EPIANDROSTERONE) in a ternary association with 5-hydro- 
xytryptophan (5-HTP) and adenosine triphosphate acid (ATP) could have a sizable stability. 
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1. Introduction 
In the previous decade, literature references have emphasized the fact that DHEA is the active form of a steroidal 
hormone, with very desirable physiological and beneficial health properties in animals and humans. Furthermore, 
the advances made in various areas of chemistry with the help of the supramolecular paradigm emphasize the 
importance of a theoretical analysis of intermolecular interactions in relevant associations of weakly bound bio- 
logically active molecules. The present paper targets such a goal by characterizing DHEA, generated in the su-
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prarenal glands and in the brain, in a ternary association with 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP) and adenosine tri- 
phosphate acid (ATP). 5-HTP is the precursor of the neurotransmitter serotonin (which became very popular for 
the following single reason: people felt better when they used it) while ATP is the major source of energy in the 
human organism. The existence of such a complex association could constitute a new and interesting drug. The 
concept of potential new drugs resulting from supramolecular associations was previously exposed by the au-
thors in the case of two components drugs and is extended here [1]-[4]. Molecular parameters of DHEA 5-HTP 
and ATP and of their putative three-component complex, including its heat of formation, have been computed in 
an ab initio study involving DFT calculations. The aim of this study is to emphasize the possible existence of a 
complex between DHEA, 5-HTP and ATP that may have the properties of a new important drug. 

2. Methods 
The initial geometry input for 5-HTP, ATP and DHEA was obtained from a molecular mechanics calculation 
(MM+ force field) [5]. The resulting molecular geometries were optimized without any constraints. Next, ab in-
itio calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 program [6]. The geometries of ATP, 5-HTP and DHEA, 
and of their complex were optimized at the 3-21G* level, starting from an INDO guess. A stationary point was 
found. At this stage, a refinement was carried out by a single point calculation at the B3LYP/6-31G* level [7]. 
The structure of the molecules under consideration is presented in Scheme 1. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Structure and Bonding in the Molecular Units and Their Intermolecular Complex 
The formation of the ATP-5-HTP-DHEA complex is analyzed in terms of geometry, charge and energy parame-
ters. The different nature of the overall molecular constitution of the three biomolecules, ATP, DHEA and 5-HTP 
which possess essentially a planar π-conjugated core, practically precludes a significant association of the π-π 
stacking type. The strongest association forces involve hydrogen bonds. There are of course several possible 
patterns for hydrogen bonding (O-H···O, O-H···N, involving the various heteroatom combinations). The su-
pramolecular association presented here is the optimal one due to the supplementary stabilization resulting from 
the alignment of the dipoles on the molecular constituents (Table 1). 

In this complex 5-HTP is not interacting directly with ATP as in a binary complex previously described. Ano- 
ther difference for the two complexes is the fact that the association energy of the tripartite complex is very high 
at this computational level compared to that of the binary complex. This is in favor of the possible existence of 
such a complex. For instance, the fact that DHEA is sandwiched between ATP and 5-HTP is interesting as 
DHEA is the most hydrophobic of the 3 components and it would be shielded from contact with water. Of 
course, this modeling corresponds to data obtained at 0 degree K in the vacuum and the presence of water as a 
 

 
Scheme 1. The structure of the molecules involved in the present study: 5-Hydroxytryptophan 
(5-HTP); Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA); Adenosine triphosphate (ATP).                   
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solvent would heavily perturb the structure. However, as ATP disodium salt for instance is not very water so-
luble (50 mg∙L−1), and furthermore 5-HTP is only slightly soluble while DHEA is hardly soluble (63.5 mg∙L−1 at 
25˚C), the tripartite association could resist its immersion in water or in a buffer. 

In the body, absorption of 5-HTP occurs by an active transport process. 5-Hydroxytryptophan is decarbox-
ylated to serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) by the enzymearomatic-L-amino-acid decarboxylase with 
the help of vitamin B6 [7]. This reaction occurs both in nervous tissue and in the liver [7]. The psychoac-
tive action of 5-HTP is derived from its increase in production of serotonin in central nervous system tissue 
[7]. 

The bonding associations O(47)···H(102) from DHEA-ATP and O(25)···H(67) from 5-HTP-DHEA reveal 
abond length in the expected range for the given type, 1.5284 Å and 2.84369 Å respectively. The geometry of the 
complexis further characterized by the O47···H102-N100 angle and O111···H74-C27 angle values (155.669˚ 
and 157.52˚ respectively). DFT results can be credited with a higher confidence in the quantitative respects be- 
cause of their partial treatment of correlation effects. On the other hand, it is acknowledged that the regular DFT 
functionals face intrinsic problems in the long-range regime [1]. 

It is seen in Table 2 that atom O111 from ATP acquires the largest negative charge in B3LYP calculations. A 
larger positive increase of the charge is noted for the hydrogen from the bridge hydrogen with DHEA, H67. The 
effect of such an association would then result in an activation of ATP and DHEA induced by that electronic dis- 
tribution change. The effect of such charge displacements in the complex would then result in some activation of 
ATP and DHEA, and in their activity. In which case, a new drug could be obtained. 

3.2. Frontier Molecular Orbitals 
The frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) are the highest molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest-lying unoccu- 
pied molecular orbitals (LUMO) [8]-[10]. The FMOs play an important role in modeling spectra and chemical 
reactions [10]. Here the HOMO is localized on the adenine part of the adenosine molecule belonging to ATP and 
on the carbonyl oxygen of DHEA whereas the LUMO is delocalized on almost the whole 5-HTP molecule (Ta- 
ble 3 and Figure 1, Figure 2). 

– 0.12081 3.286eVHOMO LUMO auE E = − = −  

Since the HOMO-LUMO energy separation of the complex may be considered a simple indicator of kinetic 
stability it can be said that the supramolecular complex which has: EHOMO − ELUMO = 3.286 eV, appears to pos-
sess a low kinetic stability and a high chemical reactivity [11]. The dipole moment value is appearing as a result 
of the formation of the complex (Table 3). 

In this complex 5-HTP is not interacting directly with ATP as in a binary complex previously described. Ano- 
ther difference for the two complexes is the fact that the association energy of the tripartite complex is very 
 
Table 1. Stabilization energy of the molecules and of the complex at the B3LYP/6-31G* level.                             

Results ATP 5HTP DHEA ATP-5HTP-DHEA ΔEassoc = EABC − EA − EB − EC (a.u.) 

Total Energy (a.u.) −2665.5171 −761.3439 −891.282 −4320.6621 −2.5191 

 
Table 2. Total atomic charge on selected atoms in the molecular components and in the association complex, from a DFT 
Mulliken population (B3LYP) analysis.                                                                         

Atom Frag 
ATP Complex Var. 

∆Q Atom Frag. 
DHEA Complex Var. 

∆Q Atom Frag 
5HTP Complex Var. 

∆Q 

H102 0.351 0.407 0.056 O47 −0.421 −0.516 −0.095 O25 −0.560 −0.335 −0.225 

O111 −0.375 −0.703 −0.328 H74 0.147 0.166 +0.019 O22 −0.635 −0.659 −0.024 

    H63 0.132 0.186 +0.054     

    H67 0.113 0.208 +0.095     

    H70 0.121 0.142 +0.021     
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Table 3. Reactivity parameters computed at the B3LYP/6-31G* level.              

Reactivity Parameter ATP 5HTP DHEA ATP-5HTP-DHEA 

HOMO (a.u.) −0.20603 −0.20132 −0.24098 −0.16755 

LUMO (a.u.) −0.08660 −0.01510 −0.02440 −0.04674 

µ (D) 7.54 3.4890 2.74 11.1781 

 

 
Figure 1. HOMO in HF/6-31 g triple complex.                

 

 

Figure 2. LUMO in HF/6-31 g triple complex.                  
 
high at this computational level compared to that of the binary complex. This is in favor of the possible exis- 
tence of such a complex. Of course, this modeling corresponds to data obtained at 0 degree K and the presence 
of water as a solvent would heavily perturb the structure. 

4. Conclusions 
• From these B3LYP calculations, an association complex involving ATP, 5-HTP and DHEA, would have a 

large stabilization energy. 
• The present theoretical study on the electronic changes brought about by complexation leads to the hypothesis that 

an enhancement in the biological action of ATP, 5-HTP, and/or DHEA, could result from their interaction. 
This hypothesis should now be reinforced by the experimental observation of an interaction between those 
three molecules. 
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